
Distributing Chocolates
 

Ohani’s uncle has just returned from USA and brought a lot of chocolates for her. Ohani is very
excited about it and wants to distribute the chocolates among her friends. But she is in a great
problem. How she will distribute chocolates? Then suddenly an idea came in her mind.

 

Ohani loves lucky numbers a lot. She always thinks N is a lucky number for her. She wants to
give chocolates to her friends according to the proper divisors of N. For this reason she needs
chocolates as much as the sum of divisors of N. For example: If Ohani’s lucky number is 12, then
it’s proper divisors are 1, 2, 3, 4 & 6. So, she need at most (1+2+3+4+6) = 16 chocolates. Now, if
Ohani has 3 friends, then she can distribute chocolates them as below:

Give 1st friend 2 chocolates, 2nd friend 3 & 3rd friend 4 chocolates

Give 1st friend 2 chocolates, 2nd friend 4 & 3rd friend 6 chocolates and so on.

 

But Ohani don’t have much time to calculate at most how much chocolates she needs and again
if she will be able to distribute chocolates between her M friends with her lucky number N.

 

(Note: A positive proper divisor is a positive divisor of a number N, excluding N itself)

 

Input

The first line of the input denotes the number of test cases T (T <= 1000000).

The next T lines describe each test case. Each test case contains two numbers, N (2<=N <=
1000000) & M (1<=M<=1000000) where N denotes Ohani’s lucky number and M denotes her
number of friends.

 

Output

Each test case has one line of output. If it is impossible to distribute chocolates among M friends
then just output:
Case X: Impossible

Here X is the test case number.

Otherwise, if it is possible to distribute, then first output a word “Yes” and then the number of
chocolates Ohani at most needs to keep with her in the formate below:



Case X: Yes Y                             

Here, X is the test case number and Y is the number of chocolates.

 

 

Sample Input Output for Sample Input
2
3 2
12 3

Case 1: Impossible
Case 2: Yes 16
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